Dr. R. Wyburn-Mason,
2 Hillbrow,
Richmond Hill,
Richmond,
SURREY - ENGLAND.
Dear Dr. Wyburn-Mason,

October 3, 1978

Thank you for your letter addressed to “SL’s friend”! have just told my secretary the joke, it was really
good, wasn’t it?
The books have gone now. Have arranged to purchase some more for further distribution in Australia.
Decided to leave Dr. Bingham out as I gather he has a prosperous practice and can well afford to buy his
own. I did send him one leaflet (as attached) and advised him of the cost of Y30,000. Perhaps he will
arrange to get some for himself and others of his colleagues who can reimburse him.
I am very much in favour of the complete restructure of the book.The comments to me to date have been
that the book contains an enormous amount of information covering many facets, and as the medical
profession is specialised into divisions, these divisions want “punchy” information on what is of interest to them, not to other areas of the medical profession.
It would be a mammoth job, no doubt, to have cheap editions of the soft back type, perhaps specifically
concerning your findings on all of the maladies you cover which would have incredible distribution
interest. Then, of course, another one to cover animals as we discussed before which would be really
good, directed towards horses initially, and then a further one for smaller animals.
You make reference to interest in pharmaceutical firms. If you have heard from Pfizer, it is because of
my “stirring” their Regional Director in Sydney, and Managing Director in New Zealand, who inform
me that opinions have already been passed back to U.S.A. and U.K. Something has to catch on
quickly if there are enough people making waves.
I am really having fun with FASIGYN 500 amongst my friends. Even one of my friend’s race horses
that had suffered lameness through heat in the fetlock, which could have been arthritis, after two doses
went very well without signs of soreness. I have a close friend of 56 years of age who has reduced his
golfing handicap by 5 strokes and claims to feel a different person. I have Brian Coppin, whom you
met, with a new outlook on life, although I have not seen him since he took his second or third dose,
which was some four weeks ago. Obvious progress in another friend’s sister, aged 45 years, whose
knees were starting to become stiff-jointed and found difficulty in getting out of a car
without a stick. Obvious signs of freer movement.
Vicki had a pancake party last week — her first move off diet!
All in all, progress is being made as well as can be expected. Hope you are both well.

Kindest regards,
Terry Crommelin

